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What we know now
Two things matter greatly:

• How deep and long is this tunnel?

• How quickly will the economy rebound?

Challenges and opportunities differ by financial institution:

• Geographies, industries, individual businesses, and population groups are impacted differently.

• The profile of the institution also matters in terms of how it will emerge from the crisis.

Some things will change for all financial institutions: 

• Shifts: consumer and business behavior toward savings, digital access; the nature of jobs toward 
remote working

• Certain industries/business lines will be slower to recover: CRE, auto, purchase mortgage, 
business lending to retail, hospitality, business services, non-profits (to name a few)
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Where we go from here
The implications for the financial industry include:

• Accelerated consolidation

• Winners and losers amongst community and regional institutions

• Big banks and digital banks gain ground

• Efficiency (speed; cost; focus; transparency) will be key to survival

• Digital prowess (delivery; marketing; advice; DIY capabilities) will be key to growth

Start now:
1. Build scenario forecasts under different rate, growth and loss assumptions and liquidity planning

2. Embrace agile and remote work practices

3. Create a real transformation agenda: what to stop doing, where to invest, what to change radically

4. Give digital, marketing, and engineering talent a seat at the strategy table

5. Tell your story more effectively
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The trust(worthiness) equation

Source: The Trusted Advisor by Maister, Green, and Galford, The Free Press, 2000

C + R + I
S

T =
Trustworthiness

Credibility

Reliability

Intimacy

Self-orientation



The RATIONAL components

Credibility + Reliability + I
S

Trustworthiness =



The EMOTIONAL components

C + R + Intimacy

Self-orientation

Trustworthiness =
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